METACOINCAP
Decentralized platform for token projects
that have an airdrop or pre-sale front.
Whitepaper

What is METACOINCAP
Metacoincap is a platform for new token projects. On this
platform, everyone will be able to expose their crypto project,
as well as offer their services. Before placing the project on our
website, the project undergoes a thorough moderation
associated with the project proposal and the project organizers.
Our team carefully checks any project in order to avoid
fraudulent projects on our platform as much as possible.

Listing of crypto projects and moderation
What projects can be placed on
our Metcaoincap platform.
If you have tokens or coin projects, you can make a listing on
our platform, providing a detailed description of the project,
social networks, teams, a presentation video, a Token Audit
document, a product or service that your project will offer,
feedback contacts and the official mail of the project . If you
have an NFT collection or project, you can open a store with us

and add your collection with a detailed description. If you want
to get to the top, you can use our ward service as a reward.
After paying with BNB, you will receive a META token.
In the future, we will develop artificial intelligence that will speed
up project moderation and this function will become automatic.

META Tokenomics
In this section, we present you with all the detailed information
about the META token and its distribution among holders.
Start
January 20, 2022 (9:00AM GMT)
Total Supply
1,000,000,000 META
Burning tokens 22%
200,000,000 META
Listing Pancakeswap 30%
300,000,000 META
Airdrop 0.2%
20,000,000 META token
Pre-Sale END
Pre-Sale will ends on December 29, 2022.
Token Symbol
META Official token symbol
Token Name
METACOINCAP Official name of the token

Team and marketing 8%
80,000,000 META
Listing MEXC GLOBAL 20%
200,000,000 META
Pre-Sale 20%
200.000,000 META token
Listing Price 1 META
Listing Price (META/USDT) $0.1202609 When selling pre-sale
tokens in full In other cases, the price is decided by the
exchange

OUR ROADMAP
This section presents the main development of the promotion
plan and all additional developments of the META project.
Paragraph 1
Creation and launch of the META smart contract.
Paragraph 2
Launch of the Pre-sale and Airdrop of the META Token.
Paragraph 3
Creation Launch of the main site where all the information
about the META project is presented.
Paragraph 4
Creation of official social pages on Facebook, Telegram,
Twitter, Reddit, Youtube, Medium.
Pre-Sale
Collect 20,000 META token holders before the presale ends.

Paragraph 5
META NFT Umbrella mint launch soon.
Paragraph 6
Update of the logo of the META token for the Trust wallet
Paragraph 7
Completion of the pre-sale and blocking access to the AirDrup
of the META token.
Paragraph 8
Burning META tokens
Burning 20% Meta Tokens Before Launching the
Panchakeswap Exchange.
Paragraph 9
Listing of 30% meta tokens on the Panchakeswap exchange.
Paragraph 10
Listing coinmarketcap and coingecko
[And other services voting more than 100 services]
Paragraph 11
Team Information Update
Paragraph 12
Blocking of META LP tokens for the safety of holders from
fraud.
Paragraph 13
Launch of the decentralized platform METACOINCAP.
Paragraph 14
More than 20,000 crypto projects are registered on the
METACOINCAP platform.

Official Partners of the META project

OTHER VENUES

Questions and answers
In this section, we will answer the most frequently asked
questions and the most pressing questions that may bother
META token holders and cause panic and misunderstanding.
We will answer your questions related to the project and the
holder’s security.

What is the METACOINCAP platform?
Metacoincap is a platform for new token projects. On this
platform, everyone will be able to expose their crypto project,
as well as offer their services.

How to participate in the Airdrop and pre-sale META
token?
01) Simply visit trustwallet.com and download the application.
The app is secure and widely used in the de-fi market.
(Remember to never share your seed phrase).
02) Purchase BEP20 BNB to fund your Trust Wallet or Meta
Mask wallet.
03) Copy the airdrop page, go to the trust wallet in the browser
section,
paste the link into the browser change the network to binance
Smart Chain,
pay the minimum transaction fee, and get 1,000 free META
tokens.
Token name: METACOINCAP
Total Supply: META
Decimals: 18
Contract: 0x17c07ea4e5e00cc916390208a49acf5bad130ff6
LISTING PRICE: 1 META = $0.1202609 USD
Pancakeswap Official Listing December 29, 2022.
What is META NFT Umbrella mint?
Our team is launching rare NFT tokens in Umbrella. The
number of NFT tokens will be 10,000. You will become the
owner of rare NFT tokens. minimum presale price starting from
$10 for one Umbrella NFT.
Why are you sure that the starting price of the token will
reach 1 META = $0.1 USD?
Listing Price 1 META = $0.1202609 When selling pre-sale
tokens in full In other cases, the price is decided by the
exchange.

Why is there no information about the META command?
Team information will appear after the listing on Pancakeswap
December 29, 2022 . This is written on our roadmap.
Will the token price reach over $ 10 in the future?
In the future, thanks to the popularity of our platform and thanks
to the Umbrella NFT project, our team hopes that the price of 1
META token will become more than $10.
Will there be a big pump on the market after listing
coinmarketcap?
We plan to go to all popular lists including Coinmarketcap and
CoinGeco to make our META token more viral and popular.
Why should we trust the META project?
You are not required to trust the META project. Since the META
project is associated with cryptocurrency and there is a risk
factor in any cryptocurrency. We advise before becoming a
member of the META project, and not only do your own
research.

META Terms and Disclaimer
Careful Research and due diligence should be made when
interacting with projects or networks involved in token sales.
The buyer or investor should completely understand that
his/her contribution may not result in a valuable or usable
token, and the value of such contributions is subject to partial or
complete loss of the investment.
Any possession of META does not grant the user any rights in
META the corporation or its afﬁliates, including but not limited to
any rights of ownership, interest, proﬁt, redemption, property or
intellectual property, decision-making, or any other such rights,
such as ﬁnancial or legal rights. META can be used for protocol
and ecosystem governance that has nothing to do with the
company or its subsidiaries.
The META Protocol, which is a completely functional network,
uses META tokens as functional utility tokens. The META
tokens aren’t considered securities. Tokens purchased with
BNB are non-refundable. META tokens are not intended for
speculation. META makes no guarantees about future success
or value, including no guarantee of intrinsic value, no guarantee
of continued payments, and no guarantee that META will hold
any specific value. META tokens are not company shares and
do not grant any rights to the company. META tokens are sold
as a functional good, and all funds earned by the Company are
available for spending without restriction.

